The new bath house is equipped with two showers and two toilets in each men's women's rooms. In addition a single user fully accessible toilet, sink and shower room is provided for the physically disabled. The bath house is also equipped with two triple SS dish sinks for washing dishes and miscellaneous items.

The new bath house will incorporate the latest conservation and green technology design standards for construction. The exterior walls will provide an insulation value of R-30 and will incorporate "Solar Wall" technology to preheat fresh air used for ventilation. The roof has an R-60 insulation value. Worlds most energy efficient Thermotech Fiberglass windows and doors will compliment the insulation. Solar panels will generate 10.5 KW of the electricity to supply all of the campus. On demand hot water heaters will minimize the energy consumption during off use hours. Southern exposure will enhance the passive solar gain for additional efficiency and comfort during the colder seasons.